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ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW
turbulenz is an HTML5 cloud game platform

- CLOUD GAME SERVICES
- HUB.TURBULENZ
- SOCIAL SITE + APP SERVICES
- GAME ENGINE SERVICES
- GAME ENGINE
- OPEN SOURCE SDK

**turbulenz game service stack**

**turbulenz developer service stack**

- HTML5
- iOS NATIVE
- ANDROID NATIVE
- HTML5 BROWSERS
- TIZEN
- ...

**tizenuz**
turbulenz includes a rich open source HTML5 game engine
turbulenz includes a rich set of game + social web services

CLOUD GAME SERVICES

SOCIAL SITE + APP SERVICES
GAME FEEDS + FEATURES
USER FEEDS + FEATURES
DISCOVERY + SHARING

GAME ENGINE SERVICES
GAME APIs
SOCIAL APIs
PAYMENT APIs

GAME ENGINE

OPEN SOURCE SDK
LOCAL DEV SERVER
ASSET + BUILD TOOLS
SAMPLES + DOCS

HTML5

turbulenz developer service stack

turbulenz game service stack
turbulenz platform overview and publishing flow

SDK

LOCAL. TURBULENZ

HTTP API

Assets

Code

ARTIST MACHINES

DEVELOPER MACHINES

TOOLS + PIPELINES

HUB. TURBULENZ

Publishing Platform

Publishing A/B Testing

HTTP API

TESTER MACHINES

Feedback

TURBULENZ

Game Platform

Analytics

Game Data

Social Data

Scores

Invitation

Play Metrics

Notifications

Messages

Analytics

Play Data

3RD PARTY APPS

PLAYING CLIENTS

COMPANION CLIENTS

3RD PARTY

APPS